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We develop a theoretical framework that lays out the fundamental rules under which a periodic
(Floquet) driving scheme can induce non-reciprocal transport. Our approach utilizes an extended
Hilbert space where a Floquet network with an extra (frequency) dimension naturally arises. The
properties of this network (its on-site potential and the intersite couplings) are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the initial driving scheme. Its proper design allows for a control of the multipath
scattering processes and the associated interferences. We harness this degree of freedom to realize
driving schemes with narrow or broad-band non-reciprocal transport.
PACS numbers: 05.45.-a, 42.25.Bs, 11.30.Er
Introduction – Reciprocity - the invariance of a system
under the exchange of the emitter and the receiver - as
well as its violation, belongs to the most basic notions
in physics. From the fundamental perspective its exis-
tence is associated with the presence of time- reversal
symmetry [1, 2] - an inherent property of many equa-
tions that dictate (classical or quantum) wave propaga-
tion [3–6]. On the technological level, the realization of
non-reciprocal devices, like isolators and circulators, is
at the forefront of our efforts for the next generation of
communication schemes, imaging, quantum information
etc.
It is, therefore, not surprising that over the years
the physics and engineering community tried to identify
ways to induce non-reciprocal classical (and quantum)
wave transport. For example, in the electromagnetics
framework, non-reciprocal transport (NRT) is typically
achieved via magneto-optical effects, like Faraday rota-
tion or circular dichroism [1, 3, 4, 7]. On many occa-
sions, however, this approach is not satisfactory due to
the weak nature of magneto-optical effects; typical sit-
uations involve on-chip photonics where one is bounded
by the small footprints of the devices and by the require-
ment for the use of weak magnetic biases [8]. Another
example appears in the acoustic framework. In this case
the magneto-acoustic effects (like magneto-elastic effects
[9]) are even weaker than their optical counterparts and
thus can not be used for phononic NRT. Thus, alterna-
tive schemes that produce one-way structures for a gen-
eral wave flow have been placed high on the agenda of
the research community.
An alternative approach to NRT invokes non-linear ef-
fects [10–17]. Although in many situations (like in acous-
tics), this approach is the only viable alternative, it nev-
ertheless suffers from a number of deficiencies. The most
prominent - at least from the engineering perspective - is
the fact that such asymmetric transport occurs above a
FIG. 1: (a) A system of two single-mode coupled cavities. The
cavities can be passive or active i.e. consist of a loss or/and
gain elements. A periodic modulation of the cavity (volume
or constituent parameter) leads to a periodic modulation of
the associated resonant frequencies. Their position can be
also periodically modulated resulting in a modulation of their
coupling strength. (b) The corresponding Floquet lattice.
certain power threshold of the input signal. Moreover, it
mainly relies on frequency conversion, which significantly
alters the incident signal.
A recent promising approach to NRT utilizes spatio-
temporal modulations of the impedance profile of the
medium using electrical, acoustic, mechanical, or opti-
cal biasing. Our capability to periodically modulate a
system is known as Floquet engineering [18–20] and its
experimental verification can be found in various areas
of physics [21–25]. The approach resulted in a number
of non-reciprocal schemes that capitalize on a variety of
physical mechanisms. Examples include non-reciprocal
frequency conversion based on interband transitions [26–
28]; azimuthal impedance modulations that create angu-
lar momentum- bias in a ring-like geometry [29–31]; or
appropriate choices of spatial distribution of modulation
phases that leads to effective magnetic fields [32–34]. Of
course in on-chip photonics, many questions about the
applicability of these methods can be raised. Some of
these concerns, addresses our current capabilities to vary
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2the electromagnetic properties of materials in space and
time with sufficient depth and speed to break time rever-
sal symmetry (TRS), the size of the non-reciprocal de-
vices (much larger than the operating wavelength), etc.
Here we do not intend to address the technological
aspects associated with the implementation of period-
ically driving systems for the realization of NRT. In-
stead, we address the following fundamental question:
Under which conditions a periodically modulated scheme
can lead to NRT? We provide a generalized framework
which utilizes an extended Floquet space and allows us
to identify the main ingredients of a driving scheme that
leads to NRT. In this space the driving is described by
a set of directed or/and directionless bonds which con-
nects “sites” in a Floquet network (lattice) whose on-
site potential (resonant frequency) differs by a multiple
of the driving frequency. Using a locator expansion ap-
proach, we show that the main mechanisms that lead
to NRT are (a) the interferences between transmission
paths consisting of directed and directionless bonds and
(b) the radiative or Ohmic losses (or material gain) of
the system. Furthermore, the proposed inverse engineer-
ing approach, provides an insight into the control of NRT
bandwidth (narrow vs broad-band) via a proper design of
the Floquet network (and thus of the corresponding pe-
riodic driving scheme) [35]. We demonstrate our theory
using some paradigmatic examples which can be treated
analytically [36]. As a by-product of our study we have
also analyzed (see [36]) situations where non-reciprocal
up/down-conversion can be achieved.
Floquet Lattices - We consider two coupled single-mode
resonators which are periodically driven, see Fig. 1a (for
generalization to a multi-mode system see [36]). The
driving can be associated with the coupling between the
resonators or/and with the resonant frequencies of each
of them. The coupled-mode equation for the driven
system is determined by the time-periodic Hamiltonian
H (t+ T ) = H(t),
H (t) =
(
εL (t) h (t)
h∗ (t) εR (t)
)
, (1)
where the coupling element h(t) can be also, in general,
complex, the superscript “∗” indicates complex conjuga-
tion, and the resonant angular frequency of each mode is
εL (t) and εR (t). In general εL/R(t) = ε
0
L/R + δεL/R(t)
where δεL/R(t) is a real time-periodic variation and ε
0
L/R
can be complex due to material losses (or gain).
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is written in the “site
representation”, where each of the resonators is rep-
resented by a site with the corresponding eigenstate
|α〉 (α = L,R for the left, right resonator) attached
to the site. It is possible to replace the original time-
dependent problem by a time-independent one, at the
expense of an enlarged (infinite dimensional) Hilbert-
Floquet space [20, 37]. The basis in this extended
space is |n, α〉 = |α〉e−ınωt with ω = 2pi/T , and the
integer n is running from −∞ to ∞, see Fig. 1b. A
state vector |Ψ〉 in this basis is represented as ΨT =
(· · · ,Ψn−1,L,Ψn−1,R,Ψn,L,Ψn,R,Ψn+1,L,Ψn+1,R, · · · )
and operators are represented by matrices with the
characteristic block structure [20, 37]: the blocks
are labeled by a pair (n,m) while each block is a
2 × 2 matrix in the “internal” (L,R) -space. For
instance, the associated Hamiltonian HQ that de-
scribes the system of Eq. (1) in the extended space
(sometimes called the “quasienergy operator”) is
〈n, α|HQ |m,β〉 = 〈n, α|H0Q |m,β〉 − nωδα,βδn,m
where 〈n, α|H0Q |m,β〉 = 1T
∫ T
0
dteı(n−m)ωtHα,β (t).
The diagonal elements of HQ are simply
(· · · , 0L + ω, 0R + ω, 0L, 0R, 0L − ω, 0R − ω, · · · ) and
the off-diagonal part will be denoted as VQ where
VQ = V
†
Q. The latter is the connectivity (transition) ma-
trix which determines the amplitudes for an excitation
(i.e. the electric field) to perform transitions between
the sites of the Floquet ladder (for an example see [36]).
The transition amplitudes can be separated into purely
real and imaginary elements associated with directionless
and directed couplings in the Floquet lattice. If, for ex-
ample, the driving function h(t) in Eq. (1) contains a
term 2hn sin(nωt), then an excitation at site (s, L) in the
Floquet lattice can penetrate to sites (s ± n,R) with a
change ∓nω in the frequency. The transition amplitude
for this process is ±ıhn while it is ∓ıhn in the oppo-
site directions (directed coupling). The corresponding
amplitude for 2hn cos(nωt) driving would be real, just
hn (directionless coupling). Driving due to the on-site
modulations δL/R(t) produces a different kind of cou-
plings associated with up/down frequency conversions of
the excitation at the specific left (L) or right (R) sites
respectively. They are represented as vertical transi-
tions (n,L) → (m,L) or (n,R) → (m,R) in the Flo-
quet lattice. As in the case of h(t)-couplings, we have
to distinguish between directed couplings (described by
sin(nωt)-terms) and directionless couplings (described by
cos(nωt)-terms). The transition rules (grammar), and
their relation to the harmonics of the driving schemes
are summarized in Fig. 2.
Floquet Scattering- Let us now turn the discussion of
NRT to its natural frame associated with a scattering
problem. To this end, we couple each of the two res-
onators to identical leads which support plane waves
with a dispersion relation E = −2 cos k (where the uni-
form coupling in the leads is set to be −1). For pe-
riodic driving, the Floquet theorem assures that when
the incident wave with energy E0 ∈ (−2, 2] is approach-
ing the time-periodic modulated target, it will scatter
to infinite number of outgoing channels with energies
En = E0 + nω = −2 cos kn, where n is integer and
kn ∈ (0, pi) for propagating channels and Imkn > 0 for
evanescent channels. The corresponding Floquet S ma-
3FIG. 2: Filled (open) circles correspond to left (right) sites
of the Floquet lattice. The index s indicates the sites along
the Floquet lattice while the index n indicates the distance
between ladder steps. The magnitute of the bond strengths
(Fourier components of the driving) are indicated as fn (for
coupling between only L or only R sites of the Floquet lattice)
and hn (for cross-coupling between L and R sites of the Flo-
quet lattice). (First row): Grammar associated with imag-
inary driving amplitudes of Fourier components that corre-
spond to directed bonds. (Second row): Grammar associated
with real driving amplitudes of Fourier components that cor-
respond to directionless bonds. In all cases, (upwards) arrows
indicate transition to higher Fourier components. The associ-
ated driving schemes are also given in terms of matrices H(t)
as shown below each graph. The opposite transitions associ-
ated to complex conjugate amplitudes (downward arrows–not
shown) are described by the Hermitian conjugate H†(t).
trix, connects the outgoing to incoming waves (including
evanescent channels), and can be written in the standard
form used in the the case of time-independent scattering
problems [38] (for derivation see [36])
S = −1 + 2ıWTGW (2)
where the propagator G is associated with the Hamilto-
nian H0Q and can be evaluated using a locator diagram-
matic expansion:
G ≡ − 1
D +H0Q
= G0 +G0VQG = G
0 +G0PG0 (3)
Above W,D are infinite-dimensional block-diagonal ma-
trices with the n−th block being equal to −√sin knI2 and
e−ıknI2 respectfully (I2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix). G0
is the locator defined as
G0 = diag(· · · , gLn−1, gRn−1, gLn , gRn , gLn+1, gRn+1, · · · ) (4)
with g
L/R
n ≡ −1/
(
ε0L/R + e
−ıkn
)
incorporating the pres-
ence of channels. It is important to note that the prop-
agating channels (|En| ≤ 2) can introduce an imagi-
nary part in g
L/R
n , and thus effectively play the role
of loss in the system. Additionally the diagonal ma-
trix G0 (in the Floquet basis) might have complex ele-
ments inherited from 0L/R due to material loss/gain. Fi-
nally, P (n,L;m,R) ≡ 〈n,L|P |m,R〉 = 〈n,L|VQ|m,R〉+
〈n,L|VQG0VQ|m,R〉+ · · · .
Truncation of the Floquet S matrix to propagat-
ing channels produces the scattering matrix S˜, whose
components S˜(n,L;m,R) provide us with informa-
tion about the NRT between left (L) and right (R)
propagating channels with energies En and Em re-
spectively. Using Eq. (2) we get for the trans-
mission probability amplitudes that S˜ (n, L;m, R) =
2ı
√
sin kn sin kmG (n, L;m, R). This expression indi-
cates that the NRT is dictated by the matrix elements
of G whose analysis will be given below. Specifically, we
shall identify conditions under which |〈n,L|G|m,R〉| 6=
|〈m,R|G|n,L〉|. This condition strongly depends on the
special form of G0 and VQ.
Let us for example consider the matrix element
G(n,L;m,R) ≡ 〈n,L|G|m,R〉. Using Eq. (3) with
G0(n,L;m,R) = 0 (whenever (n,L) 6= (m,R)), we get
G(n,L;m,R) = G0(n,L)G0(m,R)× P (n,L;m,R), (5)
where G0(n,L) ≡ G0(n,L;n,L) indicates the diagonal
term of the locator. Similarly one can calculate the ma-
trix elements of G(m,R;n,L) by exchanging (n,L) ↔
(m,R) in Eq. (5). We find that these two transition prob-
ability amplitudes differ only by the term P (n,L;m,R).
In the most general case |P (n,L;m,R)| (and also
|P (m,R;n,L)|) can be written as an infinite sum over all
paths connecting the two Floquet sites (n,L)→ (m,R).
For a concise notation we have identified ηl(η˜l) as the
probability amplitude of a directionless (directional) path
l. The probability amplitudes ηl(η˜l) involve multiplica-
tion of transition amplitudes (given by the off-diagonal
matrix elements of VQ) and the locators g
L/R
n encoun-
tered at the path l, see Eq. (3). We re-organize the
sum into two groups P (n,L;m,R) = η(n,L;m,R) +
η˜(n,L;m,R) where η(n,L;m,R) =
∑
l ηl(n,L;m,R)
and η˜(n,L;m,R) =
∑
l η˜l(n,L;m,R) respectively. First
we observe that forward and backward paths can
be different whenever directed bonds are involved i.e
η˜l(n,L;m,R) 6= η˜l(m,R;n,L). Another necessary con-
dition is that the imaginary parts of the locator elements
have to be different from zero i.e. Im(gL/Rn ) 6= 0. Oth-
erwise (even in the presence of directed bonds) the for-
ward and backward paths will be complex conjugate of
one another, leading to reciprocal transmissions. In the
current frame the imaginary part of the locator origi-
nates from two possible sources: (a) the presence of ma-
terial losses or gain in the resonators i.e. from the fact
that Im(0L/R) 6= 0 and (b) due to the presence of other
“leaky” propagating channels coupled to the resonators.
When the directional group η˜ interfere strongly
with the directionless one η, i.e. |η˜| ∼ |η|, the
4NRT acquires a (local) maximum. In this case we
have that |P (n,L;m,R)| = |η||1 + eiφ(n,L;m,R)| and
|P (m,R;n,L)| = |η||1 + eiφ(m,R;n,L)|. The relative phase
Φ ≡ φ (n,L;m,R) − φ (m,R;n,L) is mainly controlled
by the phase of the bonds and it is the primary source
for NRT [39]. This phase depends weakly on the inci-
dent energy E0 which mainly affects the locator(s) and
consequently |η| and |η˜|. Therefore any broad/narrow-
band effects are traced to the behavior of the locator(s)
inside an energy window Emax0 ±δE (Emax0 is the incident
energy corresponding to the maximum NRT).
The management of the NRT bandwidth δE can be
achieved by identifying the criteria for which the approx-
imate relation |η˜| ∼ |η| breaks down. Typically, the mag-
nitude of the directionless group |η| is of the order of
the static coupling strength h0 (DC term of h(t)). On
the other hand, the magnitude of |η˜| is controlled by
two distinct mechanisms, associated with the dominant
terms (paths h˜l) within the sum η˜. To understand better
their origin let us assume for simplicity that the domi-
nant terms in η˜ contain two paths η˜1 and η˜2. Then we
have |η˜| ≈ |η˜1 + η˜2|. This summation can be further
factorized to two terms i.e. |η˜| ≈ B ∗ L(E0). The first
term B is energy independent and involves the product
of bond-strengths. The second term L(E0) is associated
with the product of locator(s) and it depends on the in-
cident energy E0. If B  h0 then the approximate re-
lation |η˜| ∼ |η| breaks down, apart from the situation
where the incident energy E0 is close to the locator reso-
nance energy. In this case we have a narrow-band NRT.
When B → h0 then the condition |η˜| ∼ |η| is satisfied
when L(E0) ∼ O(1) i.e. when E0 is away from the
resonant energy of the locator and L(E0) is a smooth
function of E0. In this case the system supports a broad-
band NRT. It has to be clear that the dominant paths
η˜1,2 of the Floquet-network can be engineered in a way
that will satisfy any of the conditions that we discuss
above, thus producing broad/narrow-band NRT. Below
we implement this strategy for three engineered Floquet-
lattices that illustrate NRT band-width management.
Examples of Non-Reciprocal Transport due to Floquet
Driving – We quantify the strength of NRT between the
channels En and Em of the left and right leads by intro-
ducing the non-reciprocity parameter NRn→m:
NRn→m =
∣∣∣S˜ (m, R;n, L)∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣S˜ (n, L;m, R)∣∣∣2∣∣∣S˜ (m, R;n, L)∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣S˜ (n, L;m, R)∣∣∣2 . (6)
Below, we consider the non-reciprocity strength NR0→0
between the channels E0 of two leads for various driving
schemes. Our choice of characterizing NRT via NR0→0
aims to demonstrate that the designed NRT schemes do
not depend on frequency conversion.
Example 1–We start with a simple driving scheme asso-
ciated with a periodically driven Hamiltonian H(t) (see
Eq. (1)) where h(t) = h0 + h1e
ıωt, δL(t) = 2f1 sinωt
and δR(t) = 0. In Fig. 3a we show the Floquet lat-
tice and the associated interfering paths responsible for
NRT – one containing a directed bond and another one
associated with a directionless bond. Under this ap-
proximation the Green’s function from one direction is
G (0, R; 0, L) = gL0 g
R
0
(
h0 − ıf1gL−1h1
)
which is differ-
ent from the Green function associated with the opposite
direction G (0, L; 0, R) = gL0 g
R
0
(
h0 + h1g
L
−1ıf1
)
. Using
Eqs. (2,6) we get for NR0→0
NR0→0 ≈ 2h0f1h1Im∆
h20 + f
2
1h
2
1 |∆|2
(7)
where ∆ = gL−1. Based on the approximated expression
of Eq. (7), we consider two limiting cases associated with
large and small driving frequencies, see Fig. 3d. In the
former case, one needs to assume that Imε0L 6= 0 resulting
in Im∆ 6= 0 which guarantees that NR0→0 6= 0. In the
latter case of small frequencies, we shall typically have
NRT irrespective of the form of ε0L. In this case Im∆ 6= 0,
due to the complex nature of gL−1 originating from the
presence of the E−1 propagating channel which plays the
role of loss.
Example 2–A more realistic driving scheme can be ob-
tained by a slight modification of the driving of Example
1. In this case h(t) = h0 + 2h1 cosωt while all other
time-dependent parameters remain the same as previ-
ously. For this model, the nonreciprocity NR0→0 is still
given by Eq. (7) but now with ∆ = gL−1 − gL1 . The as-
sociated paths that results in this expression are shown
in Fig. 3b. When the incident wave has energy E0 = 0
(middle of the band), the expression for ∆ turns out to
be Im∆ ∝ Reε0L irrespective of the driving frequency ω.
In this case, the condition Reε0L 6= 0 is required in order
to have NR0→0 6= 0, see Fig. 3e.
Example 3–Finally, we analyze a driving occuring via
the coupling h(t) between the resonators. The designed
strategy for the driving function h(t) and an analytical
derivation of NR0→0(E0) is given in [36]. Our engi-
neered Floquet lattice produces (directional) interfering
paths involving couplings up to next nearest neighbors,
see Fig. 3c. The corresponding driving scheme has the
form h (t) = h0+2h1 sinωt+2h2 sin 2ωt with εL (t) = ε
0
L,
and εR (t) = ε
0
R. The simulations for NR0→0 are shown
in Fig. 3f. At the same figure we demonstrate the
NRT band-width management discussed above, within
the same driving scheme. Specifically by modifying the
driving amplitudes h1, h2 we restored the condition η ∼ η˜
and realized a broad-band NRT (see dashed black line in
Fig. 3f and detail discussion related to Fig. S5 in [36]).
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5FIG. 3: Interference paths that have been considered in the
evaluation of NR0→0, associated with (a) Example 1, see Eq.
(7); (b) Example 2, see Eq. (7) and (c) Example 3. Nu-
merical and analytical evaluation of NR0→0 versus incident
frequency E0 for ε
0
R = 0, f1 = h1 = 0.5 and (d) Example 1
with h0 = −0.5 and (e) Example 2 with h0 = −1. The simu-
lations/calculations have been done for two set of parameters
ω = 0.5 and ε0L = −1, and for ω = 4.2 and ε0L = −1 − ı.
(f) Numerical and analytical evaluation of NR0→0 versus in-
cident frequency E0 for ω = 0.5, ε
0
L = −1, ε0R = 1, h0 = −1,
h1 = h2 = h = 0.2 (red line and symbols). The black dashed
line indicates the case where a broad-band NRT is restored
by using h1 = h2 = h = 1. The Floquet ladder in (a-c), is
identical to Fig. 1b. The numerical convergence was tested
by increasing the Floquet lattice.
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Supplemental Materials
EXAMPLE OF A FLOQUET LATTICE AND OF THE ASSOCIATED DRIVING
Consider as an example a periodically modulated coupling with strength h(t) = h0 + 2h1 sin(ωt) + 2h2 cos(2ωt).
The term h0 yields a coupling, not related to driving, between a pair of sites. Such horizontal couplings, for the pair
n = 2, is shown in Fig. S1 by a solid line (there are identical couplings for all other pairs, with any other value of n).
Driving makes it possible to have transitions up and down the Floquet ladder. The term 2h1 sin(ωt) in h(t) induces
couplings between left and right resonators, with an amplitude ∓ih1 and a change ±ω in frequency. An example of
such coupling is shown in the figure by the dashed line connecting site (2, L) and (1, R). The arrows indicate whether
the transition is up or down the ladder i.e. if the frequency increases or decreases by ω. Similarly, the 2h2 cos(2ωt)
term describes couplings with amplitudes h2 and changes ±2ω in frequency of the wave (the solid lines connecting site
(0, L) and (−2, R) in the figure is an example of this kind of coupling). Note that the cosine driving, unlike the sine
driving, results in a real amplitude h2. Finally in the case of on-site driving, say δL = 2f1 sin(ωt), a different type
of couplings between the sites of the Floquet lattice are created. Specifically, such driving induces vertical couplings,
like those shown in the Fig. S1 by the dashed line connecting site (0, L) and (1, L).
DERIVATION OF FLOQUET S MATRIX
A Floquet scattering state, consists of a scattering amplitude ψl (t) at site l of the scattering set-up (see the main
text) which is given as
ψl (t) =

∑∞
n=−∞
(
Lin
1√
sin kn
e−ıEnt+ıknl + Lon
1√
sin kn
e−ıEnt−ıknl
)
, l 6 0∑∞
n=−∞
(
Rin
1√
sin kn
e−ıEnt−ıknl +Ron
1√
sin kn
e−ıEnt+ıknl
)
, l > 1
. (S1)
Above L
i(o)
n /R
i(o)
n represents the flux-normalized left/right propagating wave amplitude for an input (output) at
channel En = E0 + nω = −2 cos kn where E0 ∈ (−2, 2], n is an integer and kn ∈ (0, pi) for propagating channels and
Imkn > 0 for evanescent channels.
The sites l = 0, 1 are special, since they label the position of the two coupled single-mode periodically driven
resonators. The associated coupled -mode equation which describes the temporal evolution of the field amplitude at
these sites reads
ı
d
dt
(
ψ0
ψ1
)
=H (t)
(
ψ0
ψ1
)
−
(
ψ−1
ψ2
)
(S2)
where H (t) = H (t+ T ) with T = 2pi/ω. Combining Eqs. (S1) and (S2), we get
ψ˜L =
[
H (t)− ı d
dt
− E0
]
ψ˜S , (S3)
where the subscripts L(S) indicate the leads (system) and ψ˜L/S =
∑
n ψ˜
(n)
L/Se
−ınωt with ψ˜(n)L =
1√
sin kn
(
Line
−ıkn + Lone
ıkn
Rine
−2ıkn +Rone
2ıkn
)
and ψ˜
(n)
S =
1√
sin kn
(
Lin + L
o
n
Rine
−ıkn +Rone
ıkn
)
. In the extended Hilbert-Floquet space
where a complete set of orthonormal basis is given by |n, α〉 = |α〉 e−ınωt, Eq. (S3) can be easily converted into [S1]
ψ˜FL = (HQ − E0) ψ˜FS , (S4)
2FIG. S1: (color online) Example of a Floquet lattice with typical couplings due to the driving h(t) = h0 + 2h1 sin(ωt) +
2h2 cos(2ωt) and δL = 2f1 sin(ωt).
where
(
ψ˜FL/S
)T
≡
(
· · · , ψ˜(n−1),TL/S , ψ˜(n),TL/S , ψ˜(n+1),TL/S , · · ·
)
and 〈n, α|HQ |m,β〉 = 〈n, α|H0Q |m,β〉 − nωδα,βδn,m with
〈n, α|H0Q |m,β〉 = 1T
∫ T
0
dteı(n−m)ωtHα,β (t).
A simple re-arrangement of Eq. (S4) allows us to express the outgoing wave amplitudes in terms of the incoming
ones. Specifically Eq. (S4) can be rewritten in the form Ψo = SΨ i, where the input/output amplitudes are(
Ψ i/o
)T
≡
(
· · · , Li/on−1, Ri/on−1e∓ıkn−1 , Li/on , Ri/on e∓ıkn , Li/on+1, Ri/on+1e∓ıkn+1 , · · ·
)
(S5)
and S is identified as the Floquet scattering matrix which can be written as in Eq. (2) of the main text.
ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION AND GENERALIZATION TO MULTI-MODE SYSTEMS
Here we present an alternative derivation for the Floquet S matrix which allows for generalization to multi-mode
systems. We consider a multi-mode system coupled to two leads. We assume that the system-lead coupling occurs via
different modes. The system is subject to an arbitrary time-periodic driving. The Hamiltonian of the driven isolated
system (i.e. in the absence of the leads) is denoted as H (t) = H (t+ T ) where T = 2pi/ω. For simplicity, we assume
that the leads are described by a 1D tight-binding dispersion, i.e., E = −2 cos k. A general Floquet scattering state
3is specified by a scattering amplitude ψα (xα, t) at site xα of the lead α = L,R and is given as
ψα (xα, t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
(
αin
1√
sin kn
e−ıEnt+ıknxα + αon
1√
sin kn
e−ıEnt−ıknxα
)
. (S6)
Above the tight-binding site xα take integer values from −∞ to 0 where xα = 0 indicates the site where the lead α is
coupled with the system. The channels at each lead are indicated as En = E0+nω = −2 cos kn (n is an integer) where
E0 ∈ (−2, 2]. In each lead, there exist both propagating En ∈ (−2, 2) and evanescent En /∈ (−2, 2) channels. The
propagating channels of the lead α, correspond to wavenumbers kn ∈ (0, pi) where αi(o)n represents the flux-normalized
propagating wave amplitude for an input (output) at channel En. The evanescent channels correspond to Imkn > 0
where the input (output) amplitudes α
i(o)
n denote the forward evanescent waves.
The Floquet S matrix is defined as
Ψo = SΨ i, (S7)
where the input/output amplitudes are(
Ψ i/o
)T
≡
(
· · · , Li/on−1, Ri/on−1, Li/on , Ri/on , Li/on+1, Ri/on+1, · · ·
)
. (S8)
The difference (appearence of phase) in the definition of the Floquet S matrix in Eq. (S8) and the one in Eq. (S5) is
artificial and it is due to different labeling of the sites in each of these approaches. We proceed with the derivation
of the Floquet S matrix. First we construct the stationary scattering states excited from each possible single-channel
input αin = 1. The corresponding scattering field amplitudes inside the scatterimng system is written as
∣∣∣ψS(αn)〉, where
each entry
〈
P
∣∣∣ψS(αn)〉 denotes the field amplitude at the mode P . These field amplitudes satisfy the coupled-mode
equations
ı
d
dt
〈
P
∣∣∣ψS(αn)〉 = ∑
P ′
HPP ′ (t)
〈
P ′
∣∣∣ψS(αn)〉+∑
β
W˜Pβψ
β
(αn)
(−1) , (S9)
where W˜Pβ = −1 when the mode P is connected directly with the lead β and W˜Pβ = 0 otherwise. Likewise, in the
case of the single-channel input αin = 1, the field amplitude at site xβ = −1 (associated with the lead β) is denoted
as ψβ(αn) (−1). Using Eqs. (S6,S7), we get the following expression for the field amplitude ψ
β
(αn)
(−1):
ψβ(αn) (−1) =
δβα√
sin kn
e−ıEnt+ıkn(−1) +
∑
m
Sβmαn√
sin km
e−ıEmt−ıkm(−1). (S10)
Next we substitute the Fourier series H (t) =
∑
nH
(n)e−ınωt together with the ansatz
∣∣∣ψS(αn)〉 = ∑m ∣∣∣ψS,(m)(αn) 〉 e−ıEmt
and with Eq. (S10) into Eq. (S9). Matching together each harmonic term ∝ e−ıEmt leads to∑
P ′
∑
m′
[
EmδPP ′δm,m′ −H(m−m
′)
PP ′
]〈
P ′
∣∣∣∣ψS,(m′)(αn) 〉 = ∑
β
W˜Pβ
(
δβαδmn√
sin kn
e−ıkn +
Sβmαn√
sin km
eıkm
)
. (S11)
Eq. (S11) can be rewritten in a matrix form as(
ED −H0Q
)
ΨS = ˜˜W
(
K− +K+S
)
, (S12)
where the matrix components (ED)Pm,P ′m′
= EmδPP ′δm,m′ ,
(
H0Q
)
Pm,P ′m′
= H
(m−m′)
PP ′ ,
(
ΨS
)
Pm,αn
=
〈
P
∣∣∣ψS,(m)(αn) 〉,(
˜˜W
)
Pm,αn
= W˜Pαδmn and (K
±)βm,αn =
δβαδmn√
sin kn
e±ıkn .
At the same time, each lead β is connected with one mode of the system at the site xβ = 0. Therefore we have
ψβ(αn) (0) = −
∑
P
(
W˜T
)
βP
〈
P
∣∣∣ψS(αn)〉. After matching each harmonic term ∝ e−ıEmt we get
δβαδmn√
sin km
+
Sβm,αn√
sin km
=−
∑
P
∑
m′
(
W˜T
)
βP
δmm′
〈
P
∣∣∣∣ψS,(m′)(αn) 〉 , (S13)
4which can be also written in a matrix form as
Nk (I + S) =− ˜˜WTΨS . (S14)
with (Nk)βmαn =
δβαδmn√
sin km
. Combining Eqs. (S12) and (S14) allows us to eliminate the matrix ΨS , and eventually
express the S-matrix as
S =− 1 + 2ıWT 1
DM −H0Q + ıWWT
W (S15)
where the coupling matrix W ≡ ˜˜WN−1k and DM ≡ ED + ˜˜WCk ˜˜WT with (Ck)βmαn = δβαδmn cos km. Note that in
this derivation, we have used the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula for the matrix inverse of sum[S2].
In the case of a two-mode system, Eq. (S15) can be further simplified to the form shown in the main text. It reads
S =− 1 + 2ıWT 1−D −H0Q
W, (S16)
where (D)Pm,P ′m′
= δPP ′δmm′e
−ıkm and we have used the relation En = −2 cos kn.
It is important to point out that the NRT studied in this paper is understood non-stroboscopically. Indeed, based
on the stationary solution Eq. (S6) of the Floquet driving problem, we can see that an arbitrary change of the time
origin, say t → t + t0, could give only different phases to the input/output amplitudes for different channels En,
which affect the entry phase of the Floquet S matrix, see Eqs. (S7) and (S8). In this respect, the non-reciprocity
parameter defined in Eq. (6) of the main text remains unchanged, because it involves absolute values of the S matrix
entries. This point can be further appreciated via a further analysis of Eq. (S15) or Eq. (S16) for the Floquet S
matrix. Consider for simplicity Eq. (S16) associated with a two-mode system. As t → t + t0 we have that the
time-dependent Hamiltonian H (t)→ Hnew (t) = H (t+ t0), and thus H0Q in Eq. (S16) becomes H0new,Q = T −10 H0QT0,
where (T0)Pm,P ′m′ = δPP ′δmm′e
ımωt0 . Consequently, we have from Eq. (S16) that Snew = T −10 ST0, which confirms the
invariance of the non-reciprocity parameter NRn→m. It is worth pointing out that the change of time origin could
affect the “nature” of bonds, say from directional to directionless or vice versa. But since the change of the nature of
all the bonds is “coherent”, the interference features between paths of different directionality are not affected. Thus
NRT remains the same.
FLOQUET DESIGN FOR EXAMPLE 3
We explain the design of the Floquet modulation, associated with a real driving of the coupling h (t) between the
two resonators, that leads to nonreciprocal transport NR0→0 6= 0. The design strategy consists of three steps: First
we shall analyze the connectivity of the Floquet ladder (Floquet lattice) associated with such real-valued driving.
Then we shall impose the two necessary conditions for non-reciprocal transport that we have discussed in the paper
and identify the constrains that they impose on the topology/connectivity of the Floquet lattice. Finally using
the grammar shown in Fig. 2 of the paper we shall identify the existing bonds with corresponding driving Fourier
components. This will allow us to “translate” the designed Floquet lattice to a driven Hamiltonian in the actual space
and identify the functional form of the coupling driving scheme h(t) that is associated with the Floquet construction.
We start with some general observations about the Floquet lattice associated with the real-valued coupling driving
schemes. A direct consequence of the grammar (see Fig. 2) is that the Floquet bonds satisfy a mirror symmetry
with respect to the bisector between the L and R Floquet sites. Moreover, the coupling strengths associated with the
opposite directions of each bond are complex conjugate of one-another. Finally, the vertical bonds that connect only
L (R) with L (R) sites in the Floquet lattice vanishes since the resonant frequency (on-site potential) of the resonators
is not modulated in time, see Fig. 2.
In the scattering framework, the nonreciprocity NR0→0 is associated with the difference between the absolute-
valued Green functions |G (0, R; 0, L) | and |G (0, L; 0, R) |. Both of them can be expressed in terms of an infinite sum
of directed paths which connect the sites (0, L) and (0, R) in the Floquet lattice. It is important to stress that while
the set of the infinite paths appearing in these sums is the same, their transport direction is opposite in each of these
cases. When the absolute value is considered various interferences between these directed paths can lead to differences
between |G (0, R; 0, L) | and |G (0, L; 0, R) |.
The first necessary condition for the existence of non-reciprocal transport is the presence of a directed path i.e. a
path that has different transition amplitudes (by a phase) for forward and backward propagation. This imposes a
stronger constrain than the requirement that the constituent bonds (of the path) are directed. Let us consider, for
5example, the path shown in Fig. S2a. In this figure any complex-valued bond strength is indicated with a tilde e.g.
h˜1, while real-valued bond strengths are indicated without tilde e.g. h0. It is easy to show that its contribution to
the Green functions G (0, R; 0, L) and G (0, L; 0, R) is proportional to h0h˜1h˜
∗
1, which lacks directionality even though
the constituent bonds are directed by themselves (the suppressed common proportionality constants are simply the
multiplications of the locators g
L/R
n , which are irrelevant for the directionality). In fact, one can further show that,
within the nearest-neighbor couplings of the Floquet ladder, all paths that connect the site (0, L) to the site (0, R)
are lacking directionality.
Therefore, a nonreciprocal transport requires the design of a Floquet lattice which has (at least!) bonds that
couple next-nearest- neighbor sites on the Floquet ladder. Indeed, such ladder can support directional paths, see for
example Fig. S2b. Specifically, the contribution of this path to the Green functions G (0, R; 0, L) (G (0, L; 0, R)) is
∝ h˜1h˜∗2h˜1(∝ h˜∗1h˜2h˜∗1). Below, for simplicity, we assume that h˜j = −ıhj , j = 1, 2 and hj are real numbers, which are
consistent with the grammar in Fig. 2 of the main text. In this case h˜1h˜
∗
2h˜1 = −h˜∗1h˜2h˜∗1.
The second necessary condition for nonreciprocal transport is the existence of direction-dependent interferences
between two paths. This condition can be easily realized by introducing a horizontal coupling h0 to the Floquet
lattice. The interference of these two paths is shown in Fig. S2c. Approximating the associated Green functions as a
sum of these two paths results to the following two expressions
|G (0, R; 0, L) | ≈|gL0 gR0 |
∣∣{h0 + (−ıh1) gR−1 (ıh2) gL1 (−ıh1)}∣∣ (S17)
and
|G (0, L; 0, R) | ≈|gL0 gR0 |
∣∣{h0 + (ıh1) gL1 (−ıh2) gR−1 (ıh1)}∣∣ . (S18)
Direct inspection of Eqs. (S17,S18) indicates that if Im
(
g
L/R
n
)
= 0 then the Green functions G (0, R; 0, L) and
G (0, L; 0, R) are complex conjugates of each other and therefore have the same absolute value. Obviously in this case
NR0→0 = 0. This observation leads us to the final step associated with the construction of the Floquet lattice i.e.
the locators g
L/R
n must have a nonzero imaginary part. The nonzero imaginary part of the locators g
L/R
n could be
due to the material loss/gain or other leaking propagating channels for small driving frequency, say E±1 in this case.
FIG. S2: (color online) a) Transport-direction independent path with directed bonds and b) transport-direction dependent
path. c) The direction-dependent interference between two paths, which is responsible for the nonreciprocity transport.
Finally we transform the designed Floquet lattice to the equivalent driving scheme. This can be done easily by
translating the Floquet bonds of Fig. S2c to the associated driving matrices using the grammar shown in Fig. 2.
6Indicating the strength of the non-directed horizontal coupling as h0 and the directed diagonal couplings up to the
next-nearest-neighbor with upward transition amplitudes as −ıh1 and −ıh2 we get h (t) = h0+2h1 sinωt+2h2 sin 2ωt.
For the theoretical evaluation of NR0→0, we consider the paths shown in Fig. S3. Notice that in this case diagrams
similar to the ones shown in Fig. S2a do not contribute to this approximation. These diagrams, although they
involve directional bonds (see dashed lines), are altogether directionless as explained above. Therefore they are
considered of higher order as compared to the basic directionless path involving an h0 bond (see first diagram in
Fig. S3.) Correspondingly, the Green’s functions are G (0, R; 0, L) = gL0 g
R
0
(
h0 − ıh21h2∆
)
(and G (0, L; 0, R) =
gL0 g
R
0
(
h0 + ıh
2
1h2∆
)
), where ∆ = gR−1g
L
1 − gL−1gR1 + gR−1gL−2 − gL−1gR−2 − gR1 gL2 + gL1 gR2 . Thus the non-reciprocity
strength NR0→0 is
NR0→0 ≈ 2h0h
2
1h2Im∆
h20 + (h
2
1h2)
2 |∆|2
. (S19)
where for its calculation we have used Eqs. (2, 6) of the main text.
FIG. S3: (color online) The interference paths used to obtain approximated non-reciprocity strength NR0→0 in Eq. S19.
Next we study the effect of the magnitude of the driving frequency on the non-reciprocity parameter NR0→0 (E0).
In Fig. S4, we show both numerical and theoretical results for each of the three examples discussed in the main text.
For each driving scheme we have considered three values of driving frequencies ω = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8. We find that, even in
the case of broad-band NRT, the driving frequency controls the position of the incident energy E0 where maximum
non-reciprocity is observed. This observation is better appreciated in the case of narrow-band NRT (see example 3)
where non-reciprocal resonant peaks occur due to strong interferences between the different directional paths. The
latter occurs when
∣∣gL0 gR0 h0∣∣ ∼ ∣∣gL0 gR0 ıh21h2∆∣∣. In the (typical) case when h1, h2  h0, this approximate relation
occurs in a narrow window around the resonant energies of the locators ∆. It is important to note that this insight
into the NRT rely heavily on the locator expansion approach for G (0, R; 0, L) (or similarly G (0, L; 0, R)) .
In Fig. S5 we demonstrate the NRT band-width control for example 3 by varying the driving amplitudes h1 = h2
(see discussion in the main text). The management of the NRT bandwidth δE can be achieved by choosing appropriate
7values of h1 = h2 that violate or satisfy the relation |η˜| ∼ |η|. In this example, we have that |η| ∼ h0. At the same
time η˜ ≈ B∗L(E0) where B = h21h2 and L(E0) = |∆|. When B = 0.23 (corresponding to h1 = h2 = 0.2, see red line in
Fig. S5), the condition |η˜| ∼ |η| is violated leading to very weak NRT. The only exception appears when the incident
energies E0 are close to the resonant energy of ∆. At these energies (see Fig. S5) a sharp (narrow-band) NRT peak(s)
emerge. As h1 = h2 increase, B increases as well (see blue and black lines in Fig. S5) leading to a validation of the
condition |η˜| ∼ |η| for a broad frequency range away from the resonant energies. Note also that within these windows,
i.e. away from resonances, |∆(E0)| is a smooth function of E0. In this case we have a broad-band non-reciprocal
transport.
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FIG. S4: (color online) Numerical (symbols) and theoretical (lines) results of NR0→0 versus incident frequency E0 when
driving frequencies ω = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 for a) Example 1 with other parameters being ε0L = −1, ε0R = 0, h0 = −0.5, f1 = h1 = 0.5;
b)Example 2 with other parameters being ε0L = −1, ε0R = 0, h0 = −1, f1 = h1 = 0.5 and c) Example 3 with other parameters
being ε0L = −1, ε0R = 1, h0 = −1, h1 = h2 = 0.2. The other parameters are the same as the ones used in Fig. 3 of the main
text for the case of small driving frequency ω = 0.5.
Let us finally discuss the source of the deviation between the numerical and the theoretical results Eq. (S19). For
presentation purposes, we focus on the driving scheme associated with example 3, see Fig. S4c. To this end, we
rewrite Eq. (3) of the main text as G =
(
1−G0VQ
)−1
G0. In order to evaluate the Green’s function G and the
consequent NR0→0, we now truncate both the matrices G0 and VQ in the channel space (n, α) with n = −1, 0, 1
and α = L,R. This results in a 6 × 6 finite matrices for G0 and VQ while the only locators gαn that appear in
the expansion correspond to n = 0,±1. Under this approximation, and taking into account that h1, h2  h0, we
get G˜ (0, R; 0, L) ∝ h0Nr − ıh21h2∆˜ (G˜ (0, L; 0, R) ∝ h0Nr + ıh21h2∆˜). The renormalization parameter Nr for the
directionless path is Nr = 1− h22gL1 gR−1− h22gL−1gR1 − h20
(
gL−1g
R
−1 + g
L
1 g
R
1
)
+ h40g
L
1 g
L
−1g
R
1 g
R
−1, ∆˜ = g
R
−1g
L
1 − gL−1gR1 while
the proportionality constants for both G˜ (0, R; 0, L) and G˜ (0, L; 0, R) are the same. Substituting all the above in the
8expression for the N˜R0→0 we get
N˜R0→0 ≈
2h0h
2
1h2
(
Im∆˜ReNr − ImNrRe∆˜
)
h20 |Nr|2 + (h21h2)2
∣∣∣∆˜∣∣∣2 . (S20)
where we have used tilde in order to indicate that the NR is calculated using the previous truncation scheme.
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FIG. S5: (color online) Numerical evaluation of NR0→0 for example 3 with h0 = −1 and three different values of h1 = h2 =
0.2, 0.4, 1 which demonstrate a control of the NRT band-width. The other parameters are ω = 0.5, 0L = −1 and 0R = 1.
The comparison of Eq. (S20) (lines) with the corresponding numerical results (symbols) is shown in Fig. S6. We
found that Eq. (S20) captures nicely the NRT resonant peak close to the left/right edges of the energy band. We
conclude therefore that the deviations between the numerics and the theoretical results Eq. (S19) is due to the
renormalization factor Nr which is present in the expression Eq. (S20). Let us finally comment that the NRT
resonant peaks near the center of the band are not captured by our calculations Eq. (S20), and they require to
consider higher-order locators (especially gα2 , see Eq. (S19)). Instead, these peaks are captured (to some extent) by
Eq. (S19) which involves higher-order locator gα2 . This allow us to conclude that different peaks originate from locator
resonances of different order.
NONRECIPROCAL UP/DOWN FREQUENCY CONVERSION
Let us now consider the non-reciprocity between different energy channels NR−1→0 (non-reciprocal up/down -
conversion). Fig. S7 show the comparison between the numerical and the theoretical results for all three driving
examples considered in the main text. We consider three different driving frequencies ω = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8. The paths
that have been considered in the theoretical calculation are shown in Fig. S8. Notice that we use the same paths for
both examples 1 and 2. The theoretical calculations follow the same lines as before. For the examples 1 and 2 we get
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FIG. S6: (color online) Numerical (symbols) and renormalized theoretical Eq. (S20) (lines) results of NR0→0 versus incident
frequency E0 when driving frequencies ω = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 for example 3 with the same other parameters as Fig. S4.
that
NR−1→0 ≈− 2h0f1h1Im∆
h21 + h
2
0f
2
1 |∆|2
, (S21)
where ∆ = gL0 . Notice that Eq. (S21) does not contain the driving frequency ω and thus we expect that the NR
up/down-conversion is insensitive to ω. This prediction is also confirmed by our numerical data, see Fig. S7. For the
example 3 we have that
NR−1→0 ≈ 2h0h2Im∆
1 + h20h
2
2 |∆|2
(S22)
where ∆ = gR−1g
L
1 +g
R
−1g
L
−2+g
R
−2g
L
0 +g
R
−2g
L
−2+g
R
1 g
L
1 +g
R
1 g
L
0 . In this case Eq. (S22) depends on the driving frequency
ω via ∆. However, this dependence is rather weak as it is indicated by Fig. S7c
[S1] A. Eckardt and E. Anisimovas, New J. Phys. 17, 093039 (2015).
[S2] C. D. Meyer, Matrix Analysis and Applied Linear Algebra (SIAM, Philadelphia, 2000).
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FIG. S7: (color online) Numerical (symbols) and theoretical (lines) results of NR−1→0 versus incident energy E0 for driv-
ing frequencies ω = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and a) Example 1; b)Example 2 c) Example 3. All other parameters are the same as the
corresponding ones of Fig. S4.
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FIG. S8: (color online) The interference paths used to obtain approximated non-reciprocity strength NR−1→0 for a)/b)
Eq. S21 of examples 1 and 2; c) Eq. S22 of examples 3.
